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ABSTRACT

Author: Cronin, Janelle, A. MS
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: May 2018
Title: Living in a Liminal Space: Standing Rock and Storytelling as a Tool of Activism
Major Professor: Dr. Stephanie Zywicki

To recall on the past through oral tradition is a source of strength, so why not study the
stories and actions of female Native leaders today by analyzing the stories and artifacts they leave
behind. With the current political climate, it has become opportunistic and necessary to redefine
identity, to challenge the dominant narrative, to question history and plan for the future through
critical engagement of the present. This research will provide other Native women leaders, writers,
poets and storytellers inspiration and confidence in their current actions and skills, as they are tools
in resisting and surviving the various systems meant to exclude and terminate their voice and
identity. Although there are many different approaches to understanding the use of storytelling as
a tool of activism when occupying a liminal space, I focus on these three areas: the liminal spaces
Native people occupy force us to constantly negotiate our identity and voice as a Native person,
the use of a modern movement like Standing Rock as liminal space platform, and the application
of storytelling a tool of activism. I was drawn to using Standing Rock as a platform for study of
liminal space for the complex yet inclusive nature that drew in activists like myself from all walks
of life. What I was most interested in were my fellow Native sisters, the female leaders in Indian
Country that were present at Standing Rock using their statues and platforms to discuss issues
otherwise forgotten through their strengths of storytelling. I want to know how they used
storytelling as a tool of activism, how they connected to their perceived audiences and created an
urgency to act and if there were any issues of the past resolved in the efforts of the present found
within their writings. The communication strategies of storytelling within a liminal space like
Standing Rock, provides an opportunity for the reclaiming of Native identity by Native people, as
seen with the recognition of the Water Protector identity, and the engagement of new ideas and
possibilities in solving complex socio-political, environmental-cultural issues.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

My entire existence I have lived quietly within a liminal space. As a child my first
experience with liminal space was when I had heard the term “living in between two worlds” when
talking about my racial identity. Residing in the border town Gallup, New Mexico, I lived in the
majority. My Navajo community made 40% of the total city population, but my skin reflected my
white roots. This kept me with one foot in each world, constantly negotiating my identity between
the two spaces. As I grew up I became more aware of my liminal space within education, because
of the exclusion of my Navajo world in the school curriculum. At school I learned all about
explorers, colonizers, colonies, and westward expansion. However, at home I was taught the truth
about my history. I learned about forced relocations to Fort Sumner, the genocide that came with
westward expansion, the use of disease as a biological weapon-all while witnessing the impacts of
assimilation due to the boarding school era within my home and community. As I left home and
attended a tribal university, I learned there was entire world of Native authors, poets, scientists and
activists writing about issues around Indian Country and my love for my people grew even deeper
driving the start of my activist nature. My experiences up until I graduated college was very much
protected and sheltered as I found myself in the majority of my people, always on or near a
reservation, and in an environment that supported my passion for my community.
I did not experience culture shock until I started graduate school at a primary white
institution (PWI), this is where I finally felt the urgency to break my silence within the liminal
space I occupied and made the decision to define who I am as a Navajo woman. I found my voice,
quite unexpectedly, at a rally on campus. The experience happened so fast all I could do was get
back to my office to write out what occurred. This is an excerpt form that writing.
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After the election of Donald Trump, people were very frustrated. Given this,
community members planned a “Love Trumps Hate” rally for people to have a
space on campus to protest, speak, cry and unite. I had planned to attend the rally
but to be a face in the crowd looking towards the stage of speakers who were there
to represent me. But there was no indigenous representation on those concrete steps.
Excluded. Forgotten. No wait, eye contact, recognition and the crowd is parting.
Like a deer on the open plains, I was spotted. Recognized for my identity as a
Navajo woman and Water Protector of North Dakota I was asked to join the rally.
An obligation? Perhaps. But I would still make the most of the situation after all I
did just complain about the lack of representation on those concrete steps.
The day I found my voice I emerged like a deer, leaving my cover of camouflage
to stand full view in front of a group of hunters. They had never seen a deer speak
before and were absolutely stunned with what I had to say to them. I started with
my Navajo introduction, silencing the crowd by speaking my Native language, then
explaining in English who I was as a Navajo woman and Water Protector of North
Dakota. As I spoke the spotted the group of hunters began to gather and join at the
back of the rally, ready to hunt their prey. Instead of instinctively running, blending
back into nature; existing in my invisible and extinct stereotyped identity, I
transformed.
It resulted in some hard truth towards the group of hunters in the back waving their
flags of support for their hateful leader. A visit to the past, 1492 to be exact, a
reminder of their history when the worst of their people met the best of mine,
followed by an eviction notice issued by me, a daughter of the original bloodline
that inhabited this country before it was “founded.”
I used my intersectional position and identity as a Water Protector and activist,
auntie and student, community member to my campus and Indian Country, and
Navajo woman to express the love for my people, for Mother Earth, for my missing
and murdered sisters, for the importance of water at Standing Rock all while giving
a history lesson to a crowd who would rather forget me then include me.
My story, my tears, my passion, my voice, unapologetic and direct like an arrow,
and that day my weapon of choice when facing down my predator. That day, the
cunning deer in full view of the hunters looking up at her got away from the stunned
hunters, camouflaged back into the surrounding nature to exist until spotted again.
(Janelle Cronin, Personal Journal, November 16, 2016)
Revisiting my story as a researcher I was drawn to the symbolism of the deer, the events
of the day, my strategy of storytelling as my tool of activism, wondering where did that urgency
and passion come from. How do other Native women like me find that urgency to compel them to
act? How do they find their voice?
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After that rally I spoke at more rallies, gave lectures, presentations and more all
surrounding the topics of Standing Rock, Indigenous rights and the violence impacting Native
women. I found my voice; my warrior spirit, to use my experience, my skills, my strengths to write
about issues, connect with various audiences while recognizing the other women who are on a
similar journey. I was drawn to using Standing Rock as a platform for study of liminal space for
the complex yet inclusive nature that drew in activists like myself from all walks of life. What I
was most interested in were my fellow Native sisters, the female leaders in Indian Country that
were present at Standing Rock using their statues and platforms to discuss issues otherwise
forgotten through their strengths of storytelling. I want to know how they used storytelling as a
tool of activism, how they connected to their perceived audiences and created an urgency to act
and if there were any issues of the past resolved in the efforts of the present found within their
writings.
The legal definition of Indian Country is, “all land and all dependent Indian communities
within the limits of any Indian reservation under the jurisdiction of the United States Government,
notwithstanding the issuance of any patent, and, including rights-of-way running through the
reservation (18 U.S.C § 1151).” The definition of Indian Country in this study is the space in which
Native people live and associate their tribal identities as a part of a whole nation. The women I
chose to write about are well known names within Indian Country, many who have continuously
been writing on these issues and have left behind written artifacts for other Native women like
myself to read, find passion and urgency to continue our fight for existence and recognition.
Objectives
Due to colonization, the experience of Native Americans has strategically been removed
from both history and social consciousness, this removal created a determination and definition of
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Native people by non-Natives due to media portrayals, assumptions and perceptions that have lead
to stereotyping and oppression of a race of people. Brayboy (2005) highlights this in Tribal Critical
Race Theory
The everyday experiences of American Indians, the Indigenous inhabitants of the
Americas, have essentially been removed from the awareness of dominant
members of U.S. society. These viable images have instead been replaced with
fixed images from the past of what American Indians once were. The colonization
has been so complete that even many American Indians fail to recognize that we
are taking up colonialist ideas when we fail to express ourselves in ways that may
challenge dominant society’s ideas about who and what we are supposed to be, how
we are supposed to behave, and what we are supposed to be within the larger
population (p. 431).
With oppression comes a fight for recognition, reclaiming and redefining of identity in deciding
what the modern-identity of Native people looks like, how they act and their personal expression
of issues impacting Native communities.
The first objective of my research is to understand how storytelling is a tool of activism in
liminal spaces. The use of oral tradition in Native communities is both a historical and
contemporary tool used to transmit knowledge across liminal spaces. Although the definition of
liminal spaces within the literature is “ill-defined” and ambiguous it can be notably identified in
many aspects of daily negotiations surrounding complex issues such as the Standing Rock Sioux’s
opposition to the Dakota Access Pipeline. Within my study, liminal space refers to the positionality
Native people experience as they occupy both a Western social location and Indigenous social
location. For many Natives, this liminal space exists on multiple levels; physically, spiritually,
emotionally and mentally.
My second objective is focused on how three contemporary Native women use storytelling
to protest and negotiate their identity and voice while existing in liminal spaces like Standing Rock.
Standing Rock, a modern movement hundreds of years in the making, was led by the urgency of
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Native women, built on a foundation of prayers, and the strength of resiliency of an entire Nation.
Standing Rock became a battleground over both historical and contemporary issues that have
continuously plagued Indian Country. With such complexity and intersectionality of issues
Standing Rock became a platform for activists in all forms to challenge the injustices facing their
communities; through their skills as writers, authors, poets, painters, scientists, politicians and
community members access to knowledge of events, people, history, oppression and injustices
occurring at Standing Rock became accessible globally.
I chose three contemporary Native women authors as the focus for my study on the
connection between storytelling and activism and the use of Standing Rock as a liminal space
platform to tackle difficult issues impacting Indian Country. As skillful storytellers, Winona
LaDuke, Louise Erdrich and Linda Hogan all wrote briefly about their time at Standing Rock with
many themes linked to each other or to past works written by each author.
With the focus on influence, urgency and resistance my third objective is to add to the
literature in the field of indigenous resistance. Hogan (1981) called for this decades ago arguing,
“The literature contemporary Indian women write is a necessity. It is existence and survival given
shape in written language. It is more than poetry and prose. It is an expression of entire cultures
and their perceptions of the world and universe. It is often a transmission, through written
language, of the oral traditions that were, and still are, passed on by word of mouth” (p. 3). To
recall on the past through oral tradition is a source of strength, so why not study the stories and
actions of female Native leaders today by analyzing the stories and artifacts they leave behind.
With the current political climate, it has become opportunistic and necessary to redefine identity,
to challenge the dominant narrative, to question history and plan for the future through critical
engagement of the present. This research will provides other Native women leaders, writers, poets
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and storytellers inspiration and confidence in their current actions and skills, as they are tools in
resisting and surviving the various systems meant to exclude and terminate their voice and identity.
Research Question
The central focus of my study is to understand how three contemporary Native women use
storytelling to negotiate within liminal spaces. The use of Standing Rock as a liminal space gave
both a historical and contemporary platform to discuss issues that are deeply connected to liminal
spaces and the use of storytelling as a tool of activism through negotiation and critical engagement.
Several specific questions guided my content analysis for each storyteller:
•

What are their forms of protest?

•

What are the major themes when writing about liminal spaces?

•

What liminal spaces do they occupy and/or exist in?

•

What is the importance of this article to activism, storytelling, negotiation and
liminal spaces?

•

How does storytelling connect past, present and future?

Thesis Format
The purpose of using a content analysis is to study the communication and literary
artifacts left behind that continue the succession of knowledge from one generation to the next.
The three women I have chosen to study climbed the ladder of success by creatively and effectively
writing about issues within Indian Country, gaining both support and understanding from their
perceived audiences. The use of storytelling as their tool of activism enforces a legitimacy of oral
tradition as a valid form of knowledge. The use of oral tradition and storytelling is the source of
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survival in terms of history, identity, and place within the world that echoes importance over time;
past, present and future.
A humble reminder from my own time at Standing Rock was our elders addressing
the younger generations telling us that one day we will be the elders, that we must pay attention to
all aspects of time; the past for lessons and guidance, the present for strength and leadership, the
future for direction and hope. Recalling this advice from my elders, I want to focus on the
contemporary women of today, our activists, writers, poets and leaders who are using their talents
as tools of activism to influence others and compel them to act. To understand their activist and
resistance-based writings a content analysis of one previous work (before 2016) along with a
current article from Standing Rock (2016) was chose to compare to one another identifying
remerging themes, concepts of liminal spaces and if there was a shift in their writing over time.
Once the articles from each author have been studied an analysis of all three core themes, concepts
of liminal spaces, shifts in writing are compared to one another to determine how the three authors
use storytelling to critically engage with issues in Indian Country or current events like Standing
Rock.
Conceptual Framework
In order to study the importance of liminal space, identity and activism I draw on two ideas
based in the Tribal Critical Race Theory (TribalCrit). TribalCrit stems from Critical Race Theory
(CRT). Critical Race Theory evolved in the 1970’s as a response to Critical Legal Studies (CLS)
which focused on how the law is applied to and impacts certain groups (non-White) people, it was
described by Brayboy (2005) as, “CLS exposes contradictions in the law and illustrates the ways
that laws create and maintain the hierarchical society in which we live” (p. 428). The exclusion
and oppression of marginalized communities due to the systematic and colonist structures is a key
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aspect of CRT that focuses on race and racism, emphasizes the intersectionality of ethnicity,
gender, class, sexual orientation (etc.), and values personal stories, narratives and testimonies as
legitimate forms of data; all which echoes key aspects and commonalities of TribalCrit. TribalCrit
is a theory grounded in activism with a focus on Native American issues and how their voices
(storytelling) can contribute actively in breaking down the systematic and oppressive structures of
colonization.
The theory of TribalCrit is rooted in addressing issues of Indigenous Peoples in the United
States that is broken down into nine tenants. The nine tenants as described by Brayboy (2005) are,
Rooted in the multiple, nuanced, and historically-and geographically-located
epistemologies and ontologies found in Indigenous communities. Though they
differ depending on time, space, place, tribal nation, and individual, there appear to
be communication in those ontologies and epistemologies. TribalCrit is rooted in
these commonalities while simultaneously recognizing the range and variation that
exists within and between communities and individuals (p. 427).
For my study I focus on two tenants from TribalCrit Theory. I chose two tenants that
directly tied to my research; identity and liminal spaces and the use of storytelling as a legitimate
source of knowledge. The first idea is indigenous peoples occupy a liminal space that accounts
for both the political and racialized natures of our identities. That the lack of status recognition for
both the federal and state level tribes both legally and politically led to a state of inbetweeness for
Native peoples to reside, their identity redefined and stereotyped through the process of
colonialism. Described by Brayboy (2005), “The radicalized status of American Indians appears
to be the main emphasis of most members of U.S. society; this status ignores the legal/political
one, and is directly tied to notions of colonialism, because larger society is unaware of the multiple
statuses of Indigenous peoples” (p. 432). Along with that unawareness comes unknowingness of
the diversity of Native identity, language, culture, roles, positions, and leaderships of an entire
Nation of people. The identity of the Native women was also distorted into the sexual and
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subservient image of the squaw through mere observations by researchers. Pre-colonization Native
women often shared equally in social, political, and economic roles within the tribe. Women often
held leadership roles, managed property, and were primary educators of life, ceremonies and
cultural practices. The survival of a family, community and tribe often rested on the backs of hard
working Native women who were valued for their various contributions to the overall community.
According to Waterman and Lindley (2013) is was the intentional imposition of Europeans’
ideology through the boarding school eroded how traditional gender roles were valued and
attempted to destroy Native family and social structure. Many Native American women suffered
a loss of respect for what they do within their tribes.
The time to redefine and reclaim the Native women’s identity comes in the strategic actions
of residing in the liminal spaces, such as the use of storytelling to negotiate, transmit knowledge
and critically engage with the audience. To understand the translatable application of storytelling
and how to critically engage with these issues I also focused on a second tenet from TribalCrit:
stories are not separate from theory; they make up theory and are, therefore, real and legitimate
sources of data and ways of being. Storytelling is form of oral tradition that is used to transfer
knowledge. This knowledge however has yet to be recognized as legitimate sources of knowledge
by educational institutions which prioritize written and verbal knowledge, devaluating the
practices of oral tradition (Brayboy 2005). The recognition of storytellers and the art of storytelling
offers respect to a tradition that has successfully been a vehicle of knowledge between generations
of Native peoples. To transfer knowledge through storytelling allows space for critical engagement
of the listener or reader to decipher the meanings, determine the lessons and apply it accordingly
to their actions in life. The importance of storytelling not only continues a tradition but also is a
tool to negotiate and reclaim identity through creative and critical engagement of often difficult or
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complex issues. The two ideas from TribalCrit on identity in liminal spaces and the importance of
storytelling come together to study and understand how storytelling is used as a tool of activism
when occupying and existing in liminal spaces.
Inserting Personal Identity
Before introducing my study, it is important that I situate my identity within the research.
As a member of the Navajo Nation, I identify as either Navajo or Native American. I am also a
Water Protector of North Dakota. I traveled to North Dakota three times in 2016 to witness and
stand in solidarity against the Dakota Access Pipeline. The idea of studying liminal space comes
from my mixed identity of being both Navajo and white, where race is often used to classify the
two spaces [worlds] of identifying and being. I used to say that I was too Navajo for my white
family and too white for my Navajo family. But now that I have left the reservation, spent a
majority of my life in education and my recent participation in political movements I have noticed
the expansion of my understanding of liminal spaces. It created an interest that stemmed to my
personal reflection of choices and influences that have compelled my actions through feelings of
urgency and resistance.
When historical events occur such as the Standing Rock Sioux’s opposition to the black
snake, also known as the Dakota Access Pipeline (DAPL), the need to call on my Navajo name
She-Who-Goes-To-War, a name for my spirit, a modern-day warrior who walks in between two
worlds is needed to be an effective and efficient bridge in communicating information for the
overall movement. A year ago, I would have considered myself a weak public speaker more
concerned about having a flushed, red face and fumbling with the order of my notecards. But each
day as I watched my relatives from around the world unite against the DAPL I knew I had to
answer the call to action and do my part as a daughter of Indian Country. I could no longer sit by
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and watch the violence inflicted on our women, children and elders with every rubber bullet, dog
bite, and felony charge. I saw my relatives from around the world preparing for war, packing up
their lives and families to travel to the Great Sioux Nation in efforts to fight for water, for existence.
That is when my warrior spirit was called upon, the urgency to go and stand with my relatives and
a chance to fight for my people.
With each returning trip from North Dakota I used numerous speaking events on campus
to share my story and reach my peers, faculty, administration and the surrounding community
members. I took the silence in each presentation space to share the vibrant and sacred knowledge
and advice from hundreds of years of survival, strength and resilience. I watched myself transition
into a hub of information that was no longer speaking for the sake of a grade but for the sake of
the many red nations. I was using my voice to reach an audience that still assumed I rode a horse
to work each day and lived in a tipi each evening. And now, about a year after I summoned the
courage to travel to North Dakota to see the torn Earth and black snake for myself, I find myself
still fighting each day, for my people, my identity, my voice and my perspective. My tool of
activism? Storytelling.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Although there are many different approaches to understanding the use of storytelling as a
tool of activism when occupying a liminal space, I focus on these three areas: the liminal spaces
Native people occupy force us to constantly negotiate our identity and voice as a Native person,
the use of a modern movement like Standing Rock as liminal space platform, and the application
of storytelling a tool of activism.
Liminal Spaces
The liminal spaces Native people occupy force us to constantly negotiate our identity and
voice as a Native person. These liminal spaces are often referred to as walking between two worlds
(Buss & Genetin-Pilawa 2014; Eaglewoman 2014; Hogan 1981). The term liminal space is illdefined but can be referred to as a space for crossing as transitions, translations, transformations
and transactions (Land, Rattray, & Vivian 2004; Terrill 2006). The meaning of this space for
crossing as transitions, translations, and transformations is the act of critical engagement
established between storyteller and listener. The responsibility of knowledge is transferred from
storyteller to listener in determining meaning from the language used, interpretations and
understandings of content, forming conclusions and being able to critically engage with the issue.
Terrill (2006) defines liminal space as “where the world (or individual) as it was comes into contact
with the world (or individual) as it will be, and it is the time when neither is yet ascendant. For the
purpose of this study, I define liminal space as the relationship Natives experience within two
worlds: the Native world and the Western world. In relation to Native people it is the first world
we are born into; it is our culture, traditions, values and beliefs instilled in us as a member of the
tribe. These lessons and values are passed down to us in various forms such as language,
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participating in ceremonies, creation stories and oral tradition, and the observation of behaviors
that reinforce these norms and standards. The second world is the current world we live in; it is
attending school with a colonial based curriculum, it is being only 2% of the total U.S. population,
it is speaking English only, it is pop culture and keeping up with fashion trends, it is the
exceptionalism of being a U.S. citizen. The second world often conflicts with our first world as
the core foundation of each world has contrasting beliefs (individualism verses collectivism,
capitalism verses progenitors) creating a bicultural identity in which Native people must negotiate
their identity and survival in daily interactions (Hogan,1981) in places such as education,
healthcare, politics, etc. The goal of this research is to study how Native women negotiate their
identity and voice in liminal spaces.
Although my study focuses on women writes, one of the first writings we have on the
experience of living in two worlds (the Native World and Western world) is that of Ohiyesa also
known as Charles Eastman. A member of the Santee Sioux tribe Eastman documented his life
journey from growing up in his nomadic, pre-reservation life with his tribe to transitioning to white
society or “civilization” as a young man. Writing about his life, Eastman is the first documented
story of a Native living in a liminal space writing about both worlds and his connection to each.
Eastman fully believed that Natives could exist in both worlds by, “successfully assimilating the
best aspects of modern civilization while rejecting those features that are inconsistent with
Christian and traditional Indian teachings (180).” Eastman’s spent the rest of his life in a liminal
space; one foot in each world. The story of Charles Eastman was not rarity but the reality of many
Native children in the late 1800’s as the implementation of assimilation based boarding schools
started and Native children were separated from the familiarity of their home communities and
forced to attend military like, industrial trade boarding schools where the primarily goal was to
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strip them of their Native identities, assimilating them into white society through the use of abuse
and punishment. The survival and resiliency of an entire nation rested on the survival of language,
creation stories, cultural practices and ceremonies as it faced another wave of attempted genocide.
The survival of cultural knowledge through a colonialist structure like boarding schools and
education proves the resiliency of an entire nation with the continuance, sharing and valuing of
tribal history and knowledge.
According to Brayboy (2005) indigenous people occupy a liminal space that accounts for
both the political and racialized natures of our identities. This perceived nature of our identities
often stemming from the second world leave us having to negotiate in those spaces. The
negotiation forces us to be the bridge that unites both worlds and the tool that is most commonly
used to build that bridge is storytelling, it brings forth our humanity, emotions and purpose
included to convey important messages that might fall on otherwise deaf and uninterested ears. To
better understand the concept of liminal spaces, I want to use a metaphor to describe the types of
negotiation Native women experience when navigating different liminal spaces most of the United
States take for granted. By focusing on the liminal spaces Native women encounter throughout
their lives, the metaphor illustrates the interconnectedness.
Native people exist in liminal spaces from birth to death, constantly negotiating in order to
be survive or be acknowledged. It starts with the creation of life, in a women’s womb, the liminal
space between the spiritual and physical world. Like Mother Earth, a woman’s body is the first
environment for the baby and holds the responsibility of nourishment to sustain life (Hogan 2016).
Negotiations in this liminal space is witnessed in sterile delivery rooms, where primarily white
doctors have the choice to acknowledge and implement the cultural practices asked by the Native
mothers and grandmothers in the room. It is the liminal spaces that welcome us from the hospital
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as we return to the reservations and border towns we call home. It is leaving the amenities and
accessibilities of the first world country and returning to the harsh realities of third world living
conditions; often with no electricity or running water.
As a child attending school you begin noticing the liminal space when the curriculum
purposefully excludes the native identity, experience and history but at home you are attending
ceremonies that are rich in language, tradition, survival and resiliency. As a result, you begin to
question your position, your worth, and your truths and that itself is either celebrated by teachers
or it is what gets you sent to the principal’s office. As a young woman the liminal space is where
the most valuable of life lessons occur yet is a space of the most violence. A time of developing
bodies and learning consent while mourning for the thousands of missing and murdered indigenous
women who might never be found. Like Mother Earth our bodies are trespassed and exploited
without consent by the effects of predator economics, a concept described by Winona LaDuke
(2016) as a relationship (or lack of) between the environment, Native women and the economics
that jointly prey on them.
As an adult it is the liminal spaces of identity and emotions. It’s the realization of our
modern identities in the balance of western and indigenous worldviews. It is a decision that is
made every time an official form is filled out under the demographic section or in sharing personal
introductions. For example, it is determining your personal reference what to be called as a Native
person. It comes down to being Native before American (Native American), American before
Indian (American Indian), Native first and only (tribal affiliation) and finally our position in global
context (indigenous). It is reflecting on your current life and how it balances or challenges your
traditional upbringing and cultural values. Finally, full circle, as an elder it is reflecting on the
value and importance of your life experiences as it will be advice that will be used in times of
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crisis. The discussions of our generation will be surrounding the liminal space of Native and mixed
blood identities as pressures from government forces like blood quantum and the Certificate
Degree of Indian Blood will be revealing another attempt of genocide on Native peoples in the
United States. It will be through the experience and understanding of liminal space; positionality,
intersectional identities and complex issues, that Native people will make their voices heard.
The use of liminal space metaphors is to depict life in a liminal space; constantly
negotiating identity for daily survival. To better understand the complexity of liminal spaces and
how Native women use storytelling to negotiate within these spaces I use the most recent political
movement at Standing Rock as a platform for identifying and understanding their forms of protest.
Standing Rock
My decision to focus on Standing Rock as a liminal space is because it currently represents
one of the largest Native movements against the U.S. government. The fight for sovereignty
recognition is the foundation of the Standing Rock opposition along with the daily battle for clean
water rights and access acting as the catalyst for protest. Tribal sovereignty is the inherent rights
to govern itself; form tribal government, determine tribal membership, and maintain law and order
(etc.) and the U.S. has yet to fully recognize the sovereignty rights of Native peoples (West's
Encyclopedia of American Law, 2008). The U.S. government has signed over 650 treaties with
many tribal nations which determined land boundaries for the establishment of reservations,
fishing and hunting rights, ultimately the extent to which the tribes could exercise their
sovereignty.
Political movements for the Native American community are remembered in brief
moments in history through marches, protests, and occupation. After 500 years of resistance and
resiliency an unnamed movement was established in 1968 under the official name the American
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Indian Movement (AIM). The AIM promoted spiritual and cultural independence, as well as the
protection and advancement of Native American lives. The AIM movement is framed in a series
of marches, speeches, gunfire and occupation that gave the Native American community a face,
voice and presence throughout the 70s and 80s. The powerful memories of the AIM movement
paved the way for current movements like the occupation at Standing Rock in April 2016 against
the Dakota Access Pipeline.
The Standing Rock Sioux’s opposition to the 1,172 mile Dakota Access Pipeline (DAPL)
“became ‘ground zero’ in the visible resistance against Indigenous land dispossession and
environmental catastrophe (Lane 2018).” The most current movement in Indian Country Standing
Rock was a site of prayer and violence for the thousands of water protectors who came to stop the
DAPL and fight for rights to exist, sovereignty and recognition.
The complexity of Standing Rock as a political, social, cultural and environmental issue
created an inclusive environment for many Native and non-native allies to not only fight for clean
water but for Native rights to exist with the recognition of sovereignty. Standing Rock became a
site of resistance, redefinition and reclaiming as stereotypes were challenged, along with the
dominant narrative of existence and identity of Native peoples. The complex issue of Standing
Rock allowed for many liminal spaces to occur at once because of the diversity of the water
protectors residing on the banks of the Cannonball River.
Timeline of Standing Rock
The fight for clean water began with the youth of Standing Rock, who used traditional
stories to find the urgency to act and using running as their tool of activism. Lane (2018) described
it as such,
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In April 2016, LaDonna Brave Bull Allard put out a call to her tribal relatives to
help stop the bulldozers from digging up the gravesite of her son, where her loved
ones and ancestors rest. The Standing Rock youth responded to her call to stop the
construction of ‘the black snake’ (DAPL), as prophesied in Native tellings, and
Sacred Stone Camp was reborn and the elders of the Seven Fire Council lit the
sacred fire of the Ocheti Sakowin Camp. Fearing for their lives and the
contamination of the water, Lakota youth ran 2000 miles to Washington D.C.
carrying the prayers of their ancestors to demand the termination of the pipeline,
the youth are the original frontline warriors of Standing Rock (p. 201).
The foundation of the Standing Rock movement was started by the youth of Standing Rock,
establishing an urgency which effected an entire nation; starting all tribal nations, reaching national
and even global status. With a history of natural resource issues in Indian Country, a call-to-action
was issued in August 2016 by the Chief of Standing Rock reservation, Dave Archambault. He
asked for support from all the red nations in stopping the pipeline and to join in the fight for clean
water, sovereignty and recognition. Thousands of Indigenous people answered the call-to-action
and traveled, often hundreds of miles, to be protectors not protestors in one of the largest Indian
movements since the American Indian Movement (AIM). By October 2016, the frontlines of North
Dakota, the sacred homelands of the Great Sioux Nation, once again a battleground of tear gas,
rubber bullets, dogs, guns and felony charges in hopes to quiet and dehumanize the original
inhabitants of this land. It was noted that Native women were at the frontlines of all direct-action
events. On the night of November 20, 2016 hundreds of water protectors was attacked with mace,
rubber bullets and water cannons in sub-freezing North Dakota temperatures. The very resource
many had come to defend, was being used as a weapon against them.
The news from the November night of terror lead Native U.S. military veterans to organize
and prepare to engage in the battle for water, rights, sovereignty, recognition in the very country
they vowed to protect and serve by the beginning of December 2016. An estimated 3-5000 veterans
from across the country Native and non-Native organized to march as a human shield in the line
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of defense. The presence of the U.S. Veterans lead to a temporary celebration as a DAPL easement
was denied by the Army Corp of Engineers which held off authorities until February 2017 when
the last of the occupation camps were forcible closed and burned to the ground. The Standing Rock
movement physically came to end with the closing of the last prayer camp but the fight and urgency
to act persevered in the spirits of the Water Protectors who continue to write, sing, protest, create,
teach and run, using their many skills and talents to continue in the greater fight for redefinition,
recognition and sovereignty.
Liminal Spaces of Standing Rock
Standing Rock was a contemporary battle held in the colosseum of liminal space with the
issues of treaty, identity and sovereignty recognition at its foundation. To occupy a liminal space
means to be suspended in two places, along the border of an issue of what was and what is to come
(Terrill 2006). Standing Rock as liminal space was a combination of redefinition and reclaiming
of an identity that was lost in the aspects of time due to historical exclusion and colonization while
working towards the overall recognition of rights of sovereign nations today. As described by
Ward (2016),
In 1868, the Lakota signed the Fort Laramie Treaty with the US government,
creating the Great Sioux Reservation, which included all of South Dakota west of
the Missouri River. The treaty protected hunting, fishing, and water rights in the
surrounding area, including where the pipeline would traverse. These treaties have
been the tool by which tribes exert their sovereignty and self-determination (p. 1)
The issue of treaties within the Standing Rock movement further explained the complexity
of the intersections of many issues impacting Indian Country. Ward (2016) wrote, “Today, Natives
and non-natives alike are seeing why treaty rights are a fundamental piece of the climate-justice
movement, and a key tool in the fight against specific projects like the Dakota Access pipeline (p.
1). The lack of identity and treaty recognition and sovereignty status from one Nation to another
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is what provides a liminal space and the radicalized nature of Native identity (Brayboy, 2005). As
the redefinition of identity and reclaiming of these supposedly inherent rights does not register in
a modern context that only views Natives within a limited scope of Disney’s Squanto and
Pocahontas; which is less compliant and more direct, being deemed as aggressive, hostile or
radical.
Standing Rock is a liminal space on a community and individual level. Decisions have to
be made and were often made as certain events occurred. The community had to decide on the
importance of water over oil and how to unite allies nationally and globally through urgency. The
decision, the turning point, the urgency that compels people to act is what caught my attention.
The term urgency has been powerfully described in 1963 by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. as, “We
are now faced with the fact that tomorrow is today. We are confronted with the fierce urgency of
now. In this unfolding conundrum of life and history, there "is" such a thing as being too late. This
is no time for apathy or complacency. This is a time for vigorous and positive action” (as cited by
Miller, 2010, p. 1).” This type of urgency that compels individuals to act on a community level
starts occupations and movements opening up the discussion of issues impacting vulnerable
communities.
At the forefront of these issues and on the frontlines of Standing Rock was the dominant
presence of Native women who are using their talents of storytelling as their form of protest. The
most common form of storytelling is in fact the use of stories, both fiction and nonfiction, to
transfer knowledge and lessons from each generation. This transfer of knowledge is constant, it
doesn’t mean only do the old oral tradition carry importance but it’s a method of how to transfer
knowledge today. Words, emotion and language have power, intent and ambiguity.
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Storytelling
Storytelling is a form of oral tradition that is most commonly used to teach life lessons of
survival and resiliency. Iseke (2013) states “In the stories we tell of who are, where we come from,
what we understand, and how we belong, we make ourselves and our connections to the world”
(p.573). There are two types of storytelling in Native communities; the first uses nature and
animals to connect the spiritual and physical worlds, the second the use of personal stories often
stemming from witnessing and remembering people, places and events as personal experience
(Kovach 2009; Iseke 2013). Like elders, storytellers are knowledge holders that use their talents
of communication and humor to keep knowledge, language and tradition alive; often using animals
and nature as symbolic reference for lesson and understanding. This form of storytelling also
fosters connections to and land and place which are essential in indigenous epistemology and
pedagogy.
Storytelling is a tool of resistance since it challenges the dominant narrative and is a space
to reclaim identity and history. The resistance can be identified in the aspects of truth telling that
challenges the accuracy of history, assumptions and stereotypes surrounding Native identity and
through the connection of traditional knowledge on current events. The resistance can also be
identified in the oral tradition and stories that have been continuously passed down from one
generation to the next despite assimilation and other colonial structures. The resiliency of stories
and storytellers is a form of medicine used to cope from the effects of colonist structures by
recovering and sharing knowledge throughout generations past, present, and future. The act of
recovering, redefining and reclaiming are political and social transformations for a Native people
in their ongoing struggle for recognition.
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The connectedness to land is evident over time and has become a major theme in uniting
past, present and future generations (Iseke; 2013). Knowledge from the past is now being used as
explanation of current events and as guidance on how to approach it today. N. Scott Momaday
(1996) explains this as, “Notions of the past and future are essentially notions of the present. In
the same way an idea of one’s ancestry and posterity is really an idea of the self” (p. 97).”
Storytelling as methodologies
The pedagogic practices of storytelling include an emphasis on counter-stories and truth
telling of marginalized peoples on social justice issues (Verjee, 2012), the witnessing and
remembering of personal experiences (Iseke, 2013), and the reclaiming and redefining of identity
as recognition. The focus on counter-stories is to challenge the dominant narrative that is taken as
absolute truth in education. Education is a site of power relations and social inequalities that
determine who has access to knowledge, who the knowledge holders are and whose knowledge is
a valid source of information. Because education is a colonist structure storytelling is a tool of
resistance in informing various audiences (educational institutions, native and non-native
communities etc.) of the social oppression and systematic inequities facing Native American
communities. Storytelling can make information accessible to a variety of audiences by being the
bridge that intersects excluded sources of knowledge with validity and creativity.
Storytelling as a pedagogical space is used to captivate the reader of listener’s attention
and create meaning allowing them to draw their own understandings and conclusions (Iseke &
Brennus, 2011); Smith, 1998). Described by Iseke and Brennus (2011), “The stories teach by
showing us various ways to look at a problem and help us to consider different viewpoints that
might expand our understandings of how to live or how to solve a problem” (p. 2). Because
storytelling has a plurality of meanings, the conclusions drawn are based on the interpretations of
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personal connections the writer creates with the reader (Smith 1998). Iseke and Brennus (2011)
interpret this as,
The person listening to the story has to listen and interpret the story, find meaning
in the story from their own experience. There are many meaning that one could
draw from a story, depending on what the listener hears, highlights, and emphasizes
and ultimately what they interpret (p. 8).
This interpretation and being able to critically engage with the knowledge should be considered
“reweaving rather than in simply receiving” (Smith, 1998, p. 145). The knowledge transmitted
through storytelling is defined in Tribal Critical Race Theory as the ability to recognize change,
adapt and move forward with the change (Brayboy, 2005). That reweaving of knowledge happens
on a personal and community level and extends into family and history which is understood by
Iseke and Brennus (2011) as, “The listeners and readers of stories are that way challenged to
understand, accept, acknowledge and honor the connections” (p. 14).
Storytelling as framework
Storytelling is a tool of activism that bridges the transfer of knowledge in liminal spaces;
community and academia, culture and science and acts as a catalyst for critical engagement and
discussion. Storytelling is also a tool that can creatively and accurately articulate community
concerns by reclaiming and redefining identity that facilitates dialogue.
Many indigenous people have strong oral traditions, which are used as vehicles for
the transmission of culture and knowledge. The form and content of these stories,
however, differ from the types of knowledge privileged by educational institutions.
As a result, American Indian students have often struggled with acquiring the
academic language of educational institutions and have been viewed as deficient
(Brayboy 2005).
The oral traditions come in three forms of knowledge; cultural, survival, and academic. From
Tribal Critical Race Theory (Brayboy, 2005) cultural knowledge is,
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An understanding of what it means to be a member of a particular tribal nation: this
includes particular traditions, issues, and ways of being and knowing it make an
individual a member of a community. Knowledge of survival includes an
understanding of how and in what ways change can be accomplished and the ability
and willingness to change, adapt, and adjust in order to move forward as an
individual and community. Finally, academic knowledge is that acquired from
educational institutions (p. 434)
Storytelling aims at bridging the forms of knowledge for accessibility through distribution
across many interdisciplinary fields and throughout various types of communities (academic,
cultural, professional etc.). Brayboy (2005) writes, “The blending of knowledges-academic and
cultural ones-creates knowledge that is key to survival (p. 435).” The importance of storytelling at
its foundation is key for survival. For Native communities’ stories of creation remind us of our
creation; giving a sense of place and belonging, for elders and policymakers stories act as
guideposts in leadership and decision making (Brayboy, 2005). In academia, stories are
informative of structural barriers, exclusionary practices and weaknesses in educational spaces
which systematically exclude and eliminate the Native voice and identity.
By challenging the dominant narrative with Native voices of survival and resiliency the
transmission of knowledge can occur allowing a space for critical engagement. In that space of
critical engagement, it is ultimately up to the interpretation of the content by the listener or reader.
But there is a difference between listening and hearing. Brayboy (2005) notes that (2005),
“listening is part of going through the motions of acting engaged and allowing individuals to talk.
Hearing stories means that value is attributed to them and both the authority and the nuance of
stories are understood” (p. 440).
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY

With the signing of treaties and implementations of reservations and boarding schools, the
Native person now knew where to live, where to eat and what to think from border to border.
Lomawaima (2005) writes
Over two centuries, the U.S. colonial administration of Indian affairs has diligently
built a bureaucracy dedicated to controlling every aspect of Native lives. Rules and
regulations have authorized mineral extraction, controlled individual bank
accounts, directed land use, homogenized housing, and mandated schooling-in
short, created an edifice of federal surveillance that might astonish the average U.S.
citizen secure in the image of a democratic nation (p. 111).
Often through treaties, strict control over sovereign nations and attempts at complete
genocide and assimilation by the U.S. government, resilient Native people have learned to survive
and maintain language, culture and history through daily activities, such as storytelling. These
daily acts are often described as indigenous resistance. Indigenous resistance has been described
by Simon and Gonzalez-Parra (2013) as indigenous peoples who have sought to maintain their
ways of life and culture despite the many attempts to transform or destroy them. In education the
standard curriculum was created at the hands of the colonizers and oppressors determining that
their knowledge was more important in reflecting their beliefs and views (Tyler, 2013). The
determination of whose knowledge is more important and valid as a source of knowledge meant
the exclusion of people, their knowledge, history and language through a system determined
assimilate their identity. Lomawaima (2005) states , “How can we expect Indian children to
“succeed” in school when Indian history, cultures, and peoples are systematically excluded from,
marginalized within, or brutalized by curricular content?” (p. 341).

Despite being forgotten throughout most of history books there exists a space where the
Native American voice has been preserved for thousands of years. This preservation and retelling
of Indigenous knowledge takes many shapes most often in two types; the use of nature and animals
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to connect to the spiritual and physical worlds and personal stories. It is the story where the Sky
and Earth people meet, where Coyote the trickster is a common example of lessons learned and
heeds warnings of disasters to come. It is the shape of a sacred circle that connects all humans,
plants, rocks and animals giving them proper respect as relatives to one another and a voice of
their own. It is timeless existing in the wisdom of the elders who as children lived in a different
time, place and mindset. It exists in the actions of the warriors who today are still fighting to live,
exist and survive in our modern society. It lives on the path of our children many who have yet to
enter this world. It is the stories of the ancestors and the modern-day warriors.
The stories passed down by each generation are remembered without the use of written
text but are vibrant in words, lessons, imagery and are created so that history is never forgotten.
According to Brayboy (2005) stories are not separate from theory; they make up theory and are,
therefore, real and legitimate sources of data and ways of being. Through storytelling, I would like
to determine how the artifacts we use and leave behind are influential and are shaping the identity
we have chosen for ourselves as modern Native women.
Theoretical Framework
The framework Tribal Critical Race Theory (TCRT) addresses common issues facing
indigenous communities such as stereotyping due to lack of social consciousness, the completion
of colonization by taking up colonist ideas, failing to challenge the dominant societies’ ideology
and perception of who and what it means to be a Native person. Smith (1999) writes,
Indigenous peoples across the world have other stories to tell which not only
question the assumed nature of those ideals and the practices that they generate, but
also serve to tell an alternative story: the history of Western research through the
eyes of the colonized These counter-stories are powerful forms of resistance which
are repeated, and shared across diverse indigenous communities (p.2)
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There are nine tenets of Tribal Critical Race Theory (Brayboy, 2005). They are:
1. Colonization is endemic to society
2. U.S. policies toward Indigenous peoples are rooted in imperialism, White
supremacy, and a desire for material gain
3. Indigenous peoples occupy a liminal space that accounts for both the political and
racialized natures of our identities.
4. Indigenous peoples have a desire to obtain and forge tribal sovereignty, tribal
autonomy, self-determination, and self-identification.
5. The concepts of culture, knowledge, and power take on new meaning when
examined through an Indigenous lens.
6. Governmental policies and educational policies toward Indigenous peoples are
intimately linked around the problematic goal of assimilation.
7. Tribal philosophies, beliefs, customs, traditions, and visions for the future are central
to understanding the lived realities of Indigenous peoples, but they also illustrate the
differences and adaptability among individuals and groups.
8. Stories are not separate from theory; they make up theory and are, therefore, real and
legitimate sources of data and ways of being.
9. Theory and practice are connected in deep and explicit ways such that scholars must
work towards social change.
This ties to my research in challenging the stereotypes and perceptions that have been
forced on us by the dominant society by focusing on the decolonizing methods of various women
who choose to speak out, use their voice and platform to spread awareness and ideally challenge
perceptions. The concepts of power and survivance stood out to me as concepts that would
describes these women’s forms of protest and resistance which is also the final component of
TribalCrit to have component of activism in educating others and that’s means in the various
artifacts that will be left behind for the future generations. A content analysis of these artifacts is
used within this study.
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For the analysis I analyzed the communication artifacts left behind by three contemporary
writers who use their story as a tool of activism through engaging in the parameters of liminal
space. To conduct my analysis, I did the following steps. First, I selected two articles. The articles
chose for each woman include one piece that was written before 2016; the year Standing Rock
occurred, and the second article written during their time at Standing Rock as Water Protectors. A
comparison would give me insight to the strengths and reoccurring themes and strategies of each
storyteller over time. I chose Standing Rock as my site for liminal space as it was a broad, inclusive
space to discuss and resist issues that have both a historical and current context.
Afterwards, I created a protocol to use when coding each writing. The protocol consisted
of five questions; what are their forms of protest? What liminal space do they occupy? Any
themes? What is the importance of this particular article to activism, storytelling, negotiation and
liminal spaces? How does storytelling connect past, present and future? I chose those questions
because it allowed me to explore the many forms of communication artifacts left behind by each
storyteller through a perspective lens of key ideas like storytelling, activism and liminal spaces
which the basis of my content analysis was. After I analyzed each writing using the protocol, I
compared each author’s piece to determine overall remerging themes, their connections to liminal
spaces, and how they use storytelling as a tool of activism. Then I analyzed all of the writings to
determine the overall analysis of the writings and what those writings tell us about activism,
existing in a liminal space, negotiation strategies and importance of storytelling.
The three women I have chosen to study are Louise Erdrich, Linda Hogan and Winona
LaDuke, Louise Erdrich is a member of the Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa and was born in
North Dakota. A writer and poet Erdrich is known for her vibrant connections of the spiritual and
physical world as well as the balancing of two worlds created by her mixed identities. Being able
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to bridge the many worlds within her writing Louise has reached many types of audiences to talk
about cultural, political, and environmental issues in Indian Country. Linda Hogan is a member of
the Chickasaw Nation and was born in Colorado. An author and poet Linda uses her storytelling
to enter a world of environmental, cultural and political issues. Winona LaDuke is Anishinabe
(Ojibewe) from the White Earth Reservation. An activist and writer Winona has dedicated her life
to cultural and environmental issues. Her leadership is recognized in her many positions as
Program Director for Honor the Earth and founder of both the Indigenous Women’s Network and
the White Earth Land Recovery project.
Each woman is recognized with Indian Country and mainstream media for their storytelling
and truth-telling skills and have all traveled to Standing Rock to witness the movement; writing
about their experience. What the three women have in common is the truth-telling ability to speak
of historical injustices in a modern context, forming a bridge for critical connection and
engagement to their perceived audience and all writing with roots of resistance.
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CHAPTER 4. STANDING ROCK AND THREE CONTEMPORARY
STORYTELLERS

Standing Rock became a platform for artists, authors and activists to continue to express
themselves and to continue the discussion on issues within Indian Country. The three
contemporary storytellers Louise Erdrich, Linda Hogan and Winona LaDuke occupy a liminal
space, between the Western and Native worlds, which influence their writing perspective and
strategies on connecting with their perceived audiences. Each were asked to write for prominent
newspapers on their experience while at Standing Rock, giving them an opportunity to educate
and provide explanation; transfer of knowledge, challenge stereotypes and perceptions of Native
people, all while discussing the importance of water, preservation, sovereignty, recognition and
the overall movement at Standing Rock. The complexity of their task just as complex as the
Standing Rock movement itself.
Louise Erdrich
Louise Erdrich is a recognized writer and poet who uses themes of liminal space when it
comes to living in two worlds and having a mixed identity. The first resistance poem Advice to
Myself #2: Resistance by Erdrich was written in 2013 and aimed at passing on advice and
knowledge to other Native women. The second article Holy Rage: Lessons from Standing Rock
was written in 2016 for the prominent newspaper The New Yorker, in an attempt to reach
mainstream audiences and gain allies in the opposition to the Dakota Access Pipeline.
Advice to Myself #2: Resistance
The poem Advice to Myself #2: Resistance is a resistance piece for the Native woman. The
lifelong advice of a Native woman is passed to other Native women as a form of activism to resist,
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reclaim and redefine their position and identity in a modern context. The liminal space that Louise
addresses in this article is the idea of being caught between two worlds. The two worlds in the
article is the modern-capitalist driven world conflicting with the Native traditional world that
encourages humility and reducing excess.
To occupy a liminal space with an identity that is attached to both worlds the negotiation
of identity occurs, Louise offers her story of personal experience as advice as a tool to help guide
the generation of women today and those who have yet to approach the crossroads of liminal space.
Resist your disappearance
into sentimental monikers,
into the violent pattern of corporate logos,
into the mouth of the unholy flower of consumerism.
The major theme of this poem is resistance, with the word resist used 24 times throughout
the poem including the title. With the focus on resistance through reclaiming and redefining
identity and actions in the present, the succession of knowledge through personal experience is
tool of resistance.
Resist being consumed.
Resist your disappearance
into anything except the face you had before you walked up to the podium.
The resistance through reclaiming is remembering your indigenous identity and the power
that comes with the warrior spirit as a woman. The idea of consumption can be the accumulation
that derives from capitalism but for the Native women the idea of consumed ties to the next line
in the poem of disappearance. Native women have the highest statistics of rape and murder in the
United States with the rates at one in three Indigenous women being a victim of rape or murder in
her lifetime with the majority of the perpetrators non-Native men. The survival of the Native
woman starts by reclaiming her body and enforcing the respect and rights to her body. Native
women are 50% more likely to be targeted and victimized than any other ethnic demographic
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(Futures Without Violence 2012). The stereotypes that Native women have to deal with on a daily
basis as well as the yearly holidays like Halloween add fuel to the violence already impacting this
vulnerable community. Some of the contemporary stereotypes facing indigenous women include
squaw, Indian princess each over sexualized with “Pocahottie” costumes each Halloween. But with
violence comes stories and actions of survival and indigenous resistance.
If you exist, then you are loved
by existence. What do you need?
A spoon, a blanket, a bowl, a book—
maybe the book you give away.
An important aspect of storytelling as tool of activism is the succession of knowledge from
one generation to another. A reminder that Native Americans only make up about 2% percent of
the total U.S. population the idea of existence is beautifully explained as resistance by artist Andy
Everson as “every Indigenous child born today is an act of resistance.” To be a Native person today
is an act of survival, resiliency and resistance and Erdrich encourages the love of existence with
each new generation through the transfer of knowledge-maybe the book you give away. Its finding
the value in knowledge through stories and experience that will be transferred and applied by the
future generations.
Holy Rage: Lessons from Standing Rock
For the second article I chose the article Holy Rage: Lessons from Standing Rock; Erdrich
depicts her time at Standing Rock during the winter months when the U.S. veterans began to arrive
at camp prepared to engage with the struggle over clean water. This first-hand account is a form
of truth telling that uses interviews of water protectors and veterans, it addressed rumors and
commented on inaccurate press statements from the Morton County Sherriff’s office and provides
insight to a forgotten and misunderstood world through a prominent mainstream newspaper. That
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exposure was necessary for the movement of Standing Rock with the use of storytelling as a bridge
for information between the two worlds. One world being the dominant first world with its
unknowing ignorance and stereotypes of Native peoples with the second world of water protectors,
land defenders, and treaty enforcers that challenged more then the dominant narrative but
challenged perceptions and stereotypes of Native peoples by bringing their contemporary presence
into a modern context.
“The curious came, the bold, the devoted, not to mention the Water Wookie
Warriors, whose pop-up camper had a “Star Wars” theme; passionate young Native
people as well as seasoned elders joined the resistance camp. The arrival of veterans
adept at winter survival and ready to join the fight against the pipeline was yet
another influx.”
The liminal spaces that Louise addresses in her article is the liminal space of Standing Rock
itself as it relates to time; past, present and future context.
“History is a living force in the Lakota way of life. Each of the great events in their
common destiny includes the direct experience of ancestors, whose names live on
in their descendants. It is impossible to speak of what is now happening at Standing
Rock without taking this into account, as well as the intense spirituality, that
underlies Seven Fires resistance.”
Erdrich also touched on identity as a liminal space with a focus on U.S. veterans having to
determine their identity intersections as both a Native community member and member of the U.S.
military. “I signed up to be of service, foreign and domestic. As a Native woman, it’s even more
important for me to be strong and support my people.” The liminal space of identity between duty
and community is a part of reclaiming and redefining the identity in determining the balance of
duty between community and country. Dealing with the vulnerability and frustrating aspects of
identity redefinition, the emotions surrounding the movement was described by Erdrich as “I am
a grudge holder, when leaders practiced radical forgiveness, there were times I had trouble living
in the moment.” The uncomfortableness of peaceful protest led this to be considered a “template
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of resistance,” as bridges between liminal spaces was created on multiple levels; spiritual,
environmental, political, social, etc., allowing for a broad connection to many types of
communities allowing for a space of critical engagement.
“Understanding the natural world as more than just a resource for energy, or a
recreational opportunity, or even food resource, gives moral weight to the effort to
contain catastrophic climate change.”
Comparison of Erdrich articles
The remerging themes found between the two articles include writing as resistance,
reclaiming and redefining identity, and the succession of knowledge. The connection of liminal
space to the themes is the use of storytelling to connect past, present and future by using personal
experience as advice to reach across many time frames; past to present, present to future. Oral
history and tradition has been a tool used to continue the succession of knowledge between
generations and Erdrich uses her intersectional identity as a mother, wife, author, tribal member
and Water Protector to reach a broad audience of people to discuss numerous issues occurring
today by using current movements like Standing Rock. Due to the complex nature of Standing
Rock it became a platform for many writers, artists and leaders to discuss the intersections of many
issues not just the environment and pipelines but the cultural importance, violence that occurs to
the entire community and redefining the Native American identity through reclaiming.
The shift in Erdrich’s writing over time is the added sense of truth-telling; more direct and
uses of historical facts as explanation for current status, the use of interviews and direct quotes of
Water Protectors. The use of reemerging themes over the years which include resistance,
reclaiming, redefining, and the succession of knowledge as the importance is reiterated from
writing to writing with the use of a current, fast paced movement like Standing Rock to add a sense
of urgency to act on these issues as the knowledge of them became more mainstream. By using
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the liminal space of Standing Rock to establish connections to many disciplines and backgrounds
builds an emotional and personal connection compelling readers to act or care.
Storytelling then is a tool of activism by using the emotional connection, which focused
time and attention to transfer knowledge, offer explanation, a space to further discuss issues within
Indian Country and eventually is added to the literature as a form of succession of knowledge for
generations of researchers to study and critique.
Linda Hogan
Linda Hogan is a noted author, poet and activist who captures the attention of her readers
through the strategic connection of liminal spaces; environment, politics (etc.). The first article of
Hogan’s Native American Women: Our Voice, Our Air, was written in 1981 as a tribute and in
recognition of other female writers who have been consistently using their story and voice to
discuss issues within Indian Country. The second article by Hogan Why We Are Singing for Water:
In Front of Men with Guns and Surveillance Helicopters, like Erdrich was written in 2016 and was
an opportunity to reach an audience, efficiently convey a message and create an urgency for new
and old allies to act as part of the Standing Rock movement.
Native American Women: Our Voice, Our Air
The first article Native American Women: Our Voice, Our Air is a protest article about
Native women, writing and surviving the balance of existing in two worlds. The concept of two
worlds in this article has to do with racial and tribal identity also known as being bicultural; where
one world is the traditional Native identity and the other world is a modern identity as an American
citizen. The themes of this article include the balance of the bicultural identity and storytelling as
survival in remembering, reclaiming and redefining.
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“All are writing about a life that is bicultural, and about survival in that complex world.”
The process of surviving in a modern context with a bicultural identity has essences of explanation
and negotiation as Hogan studies other written work by other Native American authors and poets
to decipher that the base of their work include activism through storytelling and “writing about the
reconciliation of two cultures,” as a negotiation tactic.
The liminal space Hogan discusses in the article include the connection of past lessons to
present actions. “By incorporating history, by remembering, Indian women continue to define
themselves. It is through this remembering that we survive.” It is through writing and speaking out
history is preserved more holistically with the inclusion of the past and future. The importance of
connection to liminal spaces as a concept of time is the use and practice of past stories and lessons
applied in a modern context.
“The literature contemporary Indian women write is a necessity. It is existence and
survival given shape in written language. It is more than poetry and prose. It is an
expression of entire cultures and their perceptions of the world and universe. It is
often a transmission, through written language, of the oral traditions that were, and
still are, passed on by word of mouth.”
The importance of storytelling by Native women has led to a rise in activism as the sense
of urgency to act is present in many writings of prominent female leaders within Indian Country
who focus on the reclaiming and redefinition of Native identity through art, actions, song and
engagement.
Why We Are Singing for Water: In Front of Men with Guns and Surveillance Helicopters
The second article is her truth telling experience at Standing Rock connecting both history
and contemporary spaces through the retelling of her experience. “The planes and helicopters have
been flying over the vulnerable past and future of the land.” Hogan revisits the importance of
remembering past events, including legal documents like treaties, in order to explain current events
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like Standing Rock. Including the historical aspect to explain a modern issue is necessary for others
(mostly non-Natives) who are reading the articles to understand and engage in the understanding
of complex issues with a group of people systematically excluded from the dominant
consciousness and why they continue to resist.
“Along these waterways, many negotiations decreased the land base, but the river
system has grown even more important as trail and trade, especially for survival
and subsistence for people who refused to give up their land for any hundred million
dollars offered by the United States.”
The prominent themes of the article include bringing a humanistic and current point of
view to the issues of Standing Rock by addressing issues within liminal spaces such as religion,
knowledge, and identity. By asking rhetorical questions towards the perceived audience a
connection can be established in empathy and engagement.
“I think of the pilots and these men and I wonder, do they go home at times to
happiness, to their own families? Do they carefully tend gardens or gently touch
their loved ones? Do they protect their children from bullies? Do those with such
fury on their faces think that the others are human beings like themselves? Do they
realize that flying over the lands of the First People causes fear? Forever I will think
of one picture, quickly removed from a website, showing a man point an assault
rifle too near a crying girl, maybe 8 years old, her hair neatly French braided, her
clothing impeccable.”
Hogan also used the theme of water as a connection in bridging the liminal spaces. An
aspect of Standing Rock included the determination of power when it came to religion and
knowledge. Native peoples were fighting to preserve marked and known burial sites from the
pathway of the proposed pipeline that cut directly through the reservation and eventually
underneath the Missouri River continuing on to Iowa and Illinois. Because of the “unrecognizable”
markers of Native burial grounds, the argument fell on deaf ears and the decision to continue the
pipeline came without proper consultation between the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers and the
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Standing Rock Sioux tribe further determining who the knowledge and power holders are in this
situation.
The use of water as a bridging concept was a strategic and obvious connection between the
two conflicting points of view at Standing Rock. “Most First People have chants or songs about
the sacred nature of water. Water is even used for baptism in Christian religions. I hear that even
the waters have their distinct songs as they journey towards the ocean.” By using a broad concept
like water, it acts as a bridge between two conflicting worlds by being a reminder of the humanistic
connections over the capitalist mindset that seems to cloud the judgement of many.
“We live on a single globe of water, all of it one entity. It is alive, this elemental
force, this yearning sacred creation, longing to reach an ocean. This is our body,
and perhaps we are part of its soul. It is always moving, traveling and then returning,
in its glorious circle. And we know that when we sing for water, we sing for
ourselves.”
The connection between Earth and body (violence included) acts as a catalyst to new
thought and critical engagement as the issues become more personal especially when dealing with
complex, environmental issues like Standing Rock. By bridging human emotion through a new
perspective, empathy and the key rhetorical questions of human behavior Hogan can engage her
perceived audience to connect with the issues and feel compelled to act either personally or within
the greater movement.
Comparison of Hogan articles
The comparison between the two Linda Hogan articles shows remerging themes of writing
in a humanistic and current point of view when discussing issues. Through the rhetorical questions
aimed towards the contradicting actions of the Morton Country Police officers Hogan is able to
break the perceptions of another Cowboys verses Indians scenario by returning the humanity to
the situation, breaking the illusions of stereotypes and replacing them with images that show
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connection to one another as human beings. The use of current points of view and status to
challenge often inaccurate perceptions by breaking the illusions that come from stereotypes and
perceptions Hogan describes the complexity and importance of diversity within the Native women
community,
“American Indian women are a diverse group of people with many different
attitudes, opinions, and lifestyles. We are from many different nations, each with
separate languages and cultures. We have grown up on reservations, allotment
lands, and in urban communities. And yet, in spite of these apparent differences,
Indian women have many experiences in common and are now seeking out new
forms of survival, new ways of dealing with the complexities of life in
contemporary America.”
The linkage to liminal spaces is the use of past lessons to current actions establishing an
intergenerational connection as seen in the events of Standing Rock. By using past lessons in
current actions, it poses the question of who the knowledge holders are. According to the 2016
U.S. Census Bureau the total Native American/American Indian and Alaska Native population is
2,676, 399 (2% of total U.S. population). Of that small population only 14.5% of Native peoples
hold a bachelor’s degree, and 4.9% with a graduate or professional degree. But despite these
meager statistics the knowledge accumulated within tribal nations have survived years of
assimilation, genocide and colonization is held within each surviving elder, man, woman and child
who use daily experiences of survival and resiliency to preserve in a society systematically
established to exclude and terminate them. The knowledge holders are those who use their skills
and talents of writing, storytelling and art to continue to tell the hard truths, challenge the dominant
narrative, critique the established and thrive in the spaces of vulnerability and frustration. A shift
in Hogan’s writing came be seen in the second article where a personal connection is established
as she shares intimate details of her life and the intersectional identity of a mother, writer and
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activist. She also continues to stress the importance of Native women who occupy liminal spaces
and how they use storytelling a negotiation tactic to balancing a bicultural identity.
Thus, storytelling is a tool of activism, strategically used to establish an emotional
connection by providing description, analogies, and comparisons to make the connection between
worlds, show that the issues does impact many including the reader. It also establishes an
emotional connection with a group of people labelled as extinct or invisible due to the years of
oppression and low representation in academic spaces.
Winona LaDuke
Winona LaDuke is a prominent author and activist who has dedicated her life’s work to
discussing the liminal spaces of the environment and cultural issues in Indian Country. The first
LaDuke article Salt, Water, Blood and Coal: Mining in the Southwest discusses the intricacies of
using past lessons, experience and stories as more than historical context in explaining the actions
of modern day issues by utilizing the knowledge of local tribes in the Southwest. The second article
Stand with Standing Rock was written for Indian Country Today a well-known newspaper in Indian
Country in which she addresses her perceived audience (primarily Native readers) in a distinct
call-to-action message that is more direct and framed with an emphasis on the survival of future
generations as a driver for urgency.
Salt, Water, Blood and Coal: Mining in the Southwest
The chapter Salt, Water, Blood and Coal: Mining in the Southwest in Winona LaDuke’s
book Reclaiming the Sacred: The Power of Naming and Claiming, discusses the intersections of
the environment, culture and politics in both a modern issue using historical context in explaining
and providing context for current actions. The use of personal experience, on-site interviews, and
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the incorporation of animal symbology is her tool of activism. LaDuke uses a spider as symbolism
and to represent a spiritual entity in explaining the importance of water and salt deposits in relation
to the continuance of certain ceremonies of both the Navajo and Zuni tribe that are now dealing
with the destruction of mining and extraction. As described by LaDuke (2005), “When the Zuni
look westward from the great Salt Mother, they can see the destruction caused by the
asabakeshiinh, the spider that has been feeding off the water and land of the Hopi and Navajo for
more than 35 years. An intricate network of mines, power plants, pipelines, train tracks, and roads,
the spider has gouged and drained the liver of Mother Earth, the Black Mesa. It is assuredly the
mother of all ecologically destructive mining complexes (35).” LaDuke writes about the
coexistence of humans with the environment as one in the same, connecting the liminal spaces
with her writing.
The liminal space LaDuke writes from is her identity at the intersection of
environmentalist, politician, mother, tribal member, and writer; her perspective lens on the world.
She refers to liminal space in the existence of two worlds as they continue to conflict with one
another, “While the Hopi, see a single water world under the land’s surface, “western” science
sees unconnected aquifers. So it is that in the new millennium, two separate worldviews have come
to live in the same land, some would say, they do not reconcile well (35).” The liminal space of
identity, the environment and worldviews leaves those who exist neutrally in the liminal space a
chance to either make a choice or stand on current issues.
The key themes that emerged from the articles is the importance of water and protecting
sacred spaces, connection to past and present, community resistance, persistence and resiliency.
The importance of community resistance came in recognition of the Zuni tribe’s win over a salt
mine in 2003 described by LaDuke as, “The Zuni victory demonstrates the power of individual
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and community activism where everyone is given a chance to be heard (45).” The fight over the
mining of Zuni Salt Lake over salt and preserving aspects of culture is a link to liminal space in
the aspect of time; a traditional and cultural element used in ceremonies and only being seen for
profit to mine. The environment once again becomes a liminal space for the determination of it’s
worth; whether to preserve it or extract it.
Throughout the context LaDuke uses past and traditional stories of creation and the use of
symbolic deities to bring validity and acknowledgement to the use and importance of oral tradition
in a current context. This also provides non-Native audiences with the reasoning behind the
constant fight for Mother Earth as well as the fight for recognition. More importantly it adds to the
field of resistance literature as a documented victory that other tribes can use in their battles of
environmental injustices.
Stand with Standing Rock
The article Stand with Standing Rock is a unique article written with urgency as a call-toaction aimed toward the perceived audience of primarily Native readers as it is prominent
newspaper within Indian Country. As LaDuke writes, “Now is the time,” as she writes a call-toaction for people to join in the opposition to the Dakota Access Pipeline at Standing Rock, “This
is the time to push for renewable energy and justice. No more desecration of our lands. No more
poisoning of our people. We have momentum. We have the world’s attention. And we are standing
together and standing up. Please join us.” LaDuke is directly addressing the Native people who
currently exist in the liminal space of neutrality on the topic of Standing Rock, who have not yet
made the decision to join in or travel there to protest, by incorporating all aspects of time; past,
present and future, in its relevance to urgency and the Standing Rock movement.
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To the connect the liminal aspect of time LaDuke shared a quote from the past, from Lakota
leader Chief Sitting Bull, “Let us put our minds together to see what kind of life we can make for
our children,” a driving factor for her activist work. To bring connection to the present LaDuke
addresses the readers to remind them that, “There is more than just a $3.9 billion people at stake
here. This is about constitutional rights, and human rights,” and that the focus is on the future, “We
are not here to only stop the Dakota Access Pipeline, but to make a future for our people,” and
“Let us be the ancestors our future generations wish to thank.” A pattern within LaDuke’s written
work is that of perceived audiences and style of writing. When dealing with non-native readers a
historical context is often needed as explanation for the current events taking place since that has
conveniently been excluded from history books. But when addressing a perceived audience of
Native readers LaDuke focuses more on the future and the how the actions of today will extend
into the status of the future, and the many generations to follow. This is a common technique of
Native authors to use aspects of time as context in either explaining or in this case propelling a
movement forward because it appeals to a wide audience by strategically connecting with them
through their perspectives.
Comparison of LaDuke articles
The comparison of the Winona LaDuke articles shows remerging themes of connection to
time as a communication tool, importance of water and environment as sacred spaces, and the
importance of community resistance. The concept of being caught between two worlds (Western
verses Native) creates the liminal space for LaDuke to connect audiences to issues of identity and
sovereignty recognition for Natives people while battling for environmental justice to create a
sustainable future. By having a complex identity at the intersection of the two worlds LaDuke is
in a position to reach the perceived audiences of both worlds. Her background as a researcher and
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scientist allows her to write with authority by providing the legal and historical context giving her
validity in the Western world. Her recognized position as a tribal community member with the
vast knowledge and experience of working with other tribes (knowledge of their issues, history
and identity) she builds credibility within Indian Country. By understanding the perceived
audience and being able to address that accordingly through her experience of liminal spaces in
academia and on the reservation, LaDuke has committed her life to recognition and a sustainable
future, using her story as a tool of activism.
Discussion
The first objective of my research was how storytelling is a tool of activism. By continuing
a tradition of succession of knowledge these women are legitimizing a usually discounted source
of knowledge by using their experience and strengths to contribute in the larger battle of
reclaiming, redefining and recognition (Smith 1999), which is the basis of their activism. Due to
low population and mainstream representation the use of global political events like Standing Rock
become a necessity in reaching and engaging with audiences who seem to live in a separate world
that runs perpendicular to one another (Western and Native worlds). The use of Standing Rock as
a platform to address these key themes of sovereignty and recognition each writer has strategically
used media platforms to document their experience in a liminal space to their advantage in reaching
a broad audience of allies. The Western and Native worlds have created a liminal space in which
contrasting or binary ideas and identities are forced to negotiate in order to resolve or survive the
violence. The negotiation and survival come from the use of past lessons (peaceful protest) in
current actions (prayer) that will determine the overall impact on the future generations (new types
of warriors).
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Starting with the redefinition of the Native protester identity, redefining the often angry
and hostile image of Native people with the prayer based, peaceful protester identity Water
Protector a stereotyped identity could be challenged. The word protector was emphasized over the
word protestor in a strategic move to avoid the negative connotations attached to the word
protestors which was more provocative for mainstream media outlets in creating a catching story.
But more importantly the word protector was a reclaiming of an identity, that shattered the violent,
hostile perceptions with prayer and forgiveness to make a statement of resistance that was heard
globally.
The use of social media platforms propelled the Standing Rock movement forward
reaching a global audience. The successful use of platforms like Facebook, which has reached 1.3
billion (about one fifth of the world’s population), can get information out almost instantly with
features like Facebook Live Streaming. The reporting is now in the hands of the Facebook user,
who in the Standing Rock movement, documented the raw, unedited, often violent footage of the
events and altercations that occurred as on the ground frontline news. The Facebook site is utilized
by 64% of U.S. adults with 30% of the general population using it as a news source (Anderson &
Caumont 2014). With the social media momentum that Standing Rock received a chance to
redefine identity by shattering perceptions of the fixed, historic identity with the modern image of
Native people today, especially Native women who face stereotypes of a submissive and
sexualized squaw. With a resistance movement like Standing Rock and endless sources of social
media and modern storytelling technologies (cameras, recordings, documentaries, short films etc.)
the recognition of female leaders within the Standing Rock movement happened on many media
platforms. To name a few with a Native female lead include the documentary Awake, A Dream
From Standing Rock (an on the ground chronological retelling), First Daughter and the Black
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Snake (a Winona LaDuke pipeline battle), and the Viceland RISE series. The Viceland RISE series
focused on Native resistance throughout Indian Country with two Native women leading the series;
Anishinabe host Sarain Fox and Metis/Algonquin filmmaker Michelle Latimer. Two Native
women using modern technology to document and witness events and issues within Indian
Country, through storytelling techniques of acknowledging personal experience, testimonies, and
truth telling stories through documentation and sharing through a mainstream media outlet like
Viceland. The representation through mainstream and social media platforms is the strategy in
presenting a modern identity in a creative, efficient method of modern storytelling which adds to
the field of indigenous resistance.
The communication strategies of storytelling within a liminal space like Standing Rock
provides an opportunity for the reclaiming of Native identity by Native people, as seen with the
recognition of the Water Protector identity, and the engagement of new ideas and possibilities in
solving complex socio-political, environmental-cultural issues. As mentioned by Brayboy (2005)
storytelling is a legitimate form of data and valid source of knowledge. When communicated
effectively and efficiently stories can transfer knowledge, provide explanation and alternative
point of view, however the aspect of critical engagement is left in the hands of the reader who has
the choice to hear or listen and decipher the multitude of meanings incorporated by the storyteller.
The second objective of my research is focused on how three contemporary Native women
use storytelling to protest and negotiate their identity and voice while existing in liminal spaces
like Standing Rock. By using personal and first-hand experiences the storytellers use their voice
to protest current and past events, negotiate and balance their intersectional identities and use
movements like Standing Rock to continue to write about the injustices within Indian Country.
The writing strategies of each activist is what makes them distinct from one another as storytellers.
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The communication abilities of an activist are described by Smith (1999), “One of the skills that
many front-line indigenous activists have in abundance is the ability to communicate. Indigenous
activists have that added ability of communicating across linguistic, cultural and literacy divides.
Another skill they possess is the ability to ignite others, to move them to take action” (p. 222) The
ability to communicate across the liminal space of language and culture divides, to make a
connection to the reader or listener, and bring forth some sort of action or change is what the three
storytellers demonstrated in their written work.
Louise Erdrich’s strength came in the emotional connection of her words that offer a
lifetime of advice to other women as a guide, as protection; the maternal love in written form.
Linda Hogan’s strength is her ability to bring a humanistic point of view to her work, through the
descriptions of Mother Earth and the use of rhetorical questioning Hogan alters often rigid or
limited points of view to open up a space for critical engagement. The strengths of Winona LaDuke
is her ability to strategically write based on her perceived audiences establishing her credibility
within liminal spaces often recognized by both worlds. By writing from personal experience and
using the intersections of their identity each contemporary writer has left behind artifacts for
researchers to study and guidance for others to find their voice and urgency that is strong enough
to compel them to act.
The importance of the diversity in the communication strategies of storytelling of the three
women is that there is no direct path, or one solution but a diverse response that comes from the
intersectional identity and perspectives of a lifetime of experience in gaining allies through literary
skill. By talking about central issues of concern within Indian Country from their perspective as a
contemporary Native storyteller, the succession of knowledge continues between generations. The
importance of intergenerational knowledge is both a historical duty as a Native woman; were often
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they were the primary educators and an opportunity to reclaim and redefine a frozen and assumed
identity. With an increase in leadership roles; 133 female tribal leaders out of the 567 recognized
tribes (National Congress of the American Indian 2006), in 2006 111,000 (61%) of American
Indian/Alaskan Native women were enrolled in colleges and universities compared to 71,200
(39%) Native men and were more likely to pursue a Masters or Doctoral degree (National Center
for Education Statistics (2006), and that Native Americans have a higher concentration (20%
active service members, 11% veterans) of female service members than any other group (National
Congress of American Indians (2018)), the increase of enrollment and service indicates a decrease
in the silence and limited opportunity stemming back to the assimilation and colonist structures of
boarding school implementation. With more Native women in positions of power, the opportunity
to challenge stereotypes, perceptions with the redefining and reclaiming of an identity is more
frequent and like this research, will contribute in the overall turning point of the generation of
women fighting to exist in a liminal space which will continue to add to indigenous resistance my
third research objective.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS

With the use of storytelling as a strategic communication tool, the continuance of oral
tradition and succession of knowledge can continue to be passed down to following generations.
The use of past lessons, including those from Standing Rock, will one day again become part of
the conversations and actions of the next political movement in Indian Country to continue the
movement in protecting resources and preserving sacred sites for the future. The importance of
understanding liminal spaces in relation to Western and Native worlds will allow for critical
engagement from non-Native people in understanding the complexity of issues within Indian
Country. The concept of existing in liminal space of two worlds is not a foreign concept to Native
communities but has yet to explicitly be called liminal space. The importance of liminal space is
the space it provides for the reclaiming and redefining of identity while asserting positionality on
the intersectional perspectives that come with that space.
Recognizing my own identity and positionality to effectively use that small-time frame I
had at the Love Trumps Hate rally to educate the ignorant group of hunters, strength my ally
network and convey an important message I relied on the strength of my story, my personal
experience to be the bridge between two conflicting worlds. Using my voice and through the
transfer of knowledge, providing explanation and context for my message with a quick trip into
history, and by leaving everyone at the rally with a new perspective of a Native woman I
successfully used my story as my tool of activism that day. I used my transformation into a deer
to look a group of hunters in the face, giving them a message that only I a deer could give them,
and successfully escaped in full view, back into the surrounding environment.
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Future Recommendations
To move the research forward on the use of storytelling as a tool of activism, the
importance and recognition of liminal spaces must be identified and incorporated. Due to historical
issues of assimilation, forced relocation, reservations and now with the current imposition of
Certificate Degree of Indian Blood (CDIB) (or blood quantum cards) the issues of identity in
liminal space will occur more frequently and concurrently with the issue of recognition. The reality
of inevitable pipelines and natural resource issues also adds to the continuous battle for Mother
Earth with the environment remaining in a liminal space for the determination of value and worth
for either resource extraction or sacred site protection.
As part of the larger discussion of indigenous resistance a content analysis on more female
authors within Indian Country will lead to unearthing of other strategic communication tactics they
used to expand their audiences and allies from both the Western and Native worlds. The topic of
knowledge determination and access also comes in the content analysis of many types of
communication artifacts including but not limited to treaties and the literary works of Native
authors. The study of the power of language especially when decoding the colonizer’s language
provides a common ground of understanding in which change can occur. The accessibility and
understanding of language, codes, data and other forms of academic and political language will be
broken down into its many meanings and strategically used in sovereignty recognition practices
and events like Standing Rock.
Interviews conducted in the actual liminal space, during an event like Standing Rock, to
document the experience as they happen is important in validating the use of stories as legitimate
forms of data, as seen with the published Standing Rock articles from the three contemporary
authors from the study. The use of social media to document and distribute knowledge that would
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often be surpassed by mainstream media gives a voice to the underrepresented population and aids
in the creation of a new image of Native women leaders within Indian Country by being a quick,
real-time, resistance tool that propels the Native identity out of the historic, fixed image and into
the modern adaptation and expression it is today.
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